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The bundle of 3 webinars mentioned below explains in details about
understanding the full scope of a customer “project”, essentials of project
management, effectively managing a project, outline to get your company
on the right performance track, how to organize their time, mind, spaces
and information. Without awareness of new, smarter time management
practices for smarter productivity.

The webinar format is 1-1.5 hours of audio-visual presentation, including a
brief Q&A session.

This webinar bundle includes below 3 recorded webinars:

Project Management Essentials: The 8 Keys To Bring Every Project In On
Time and On Budget

Performance Management Excellence

Webinar Description



Project Management Essentials: The 8 Keys To Bring
Every Project In On Time and On Budget

Presented by Chris DeVany

How do we manage projects and customer relationships effectively?
How do we understand the full scope of a customer “project”? How
do we assemble the necessary resources to effectively manage a
customer relationship and attendant projects? To whom do we
delegate specific responsibilities and when? These are among a
number of questions we discuss and about which we learn as we
strive to effectively manage projects and the customers whose
project we are managing. Questions we discuss and about which we
learn as we strive to effectively manage projects and the customers
whose project we are managing.



Performance Management Excellence

Presented by Dennis Eisenbarth

Is your company ready for the next level of efficiency, productivity,
and profit? Then you are ready to initiate and implement a
Performance Management Plan. Your management can change the
conditions of the workplace in order to measure the true success of
your business. It includes activities that ensure organizational goals
are consistently met in an effective and efficient manner. The overall
goal of performance management is to ensure that your organization
is optimally working together to achieve the results you desire.
Performance Management is a process that significantly affects
organizational success by having managers and employees work
together to set expectations, review results, and reward performance.
This process is essential to organizational efficiency in an ever
increasingly competitive world market.
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